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The first Ukrainian export corn trucks unloaded in the TTS silo in Galați

The first three trucks with export corn from Ukraine unloaded last week in the silo with a
capacity of 30,000 tons owned by the TTS group in Galati.
 They are part of a first convoy of 23 trucks - seven of which are already in Giurgiulesti
customs, which are to unload agricultural products for export from Ukraine in the TTS
silo, from where they will be transhipped to sea vessels through the TTS port terminal
from Galați.
The operation represents the inauguration by TTS of a logistics route for the export of
Ukrainian agricultural products on combined land / river / sea routes:
 On the land segment, transport from Ukraine to the TTS port terminal in Galati, for
starters by truck.
Following the rehabilitation, to be carried out by CFR Infrastructure, of the 4 km large
gauge railway section connecting Giugiulești and the terminal, exports of Ukrainian
agricultural products will be able to be transported directly by rail to the port of Galati.
 Storage in the Galati terminal and transhipment in barges (or in seagoing ships)
 River transport on the route Galați - Danube - Black Sea Danube Canal – Constanța.
 Storage and transhipment in the port of Constanța,
The new route is one of the results of TTS Group's involvement in the process of reconfiguring
transport logistics chains for Ukrainian exports and imports due to Ukraine's inability to use its
seaports blocked by the war.
In this context, in addition to the combined logistics routes with land transport to Galați and
river transport on the Danube to Constanța, faster solutions to replace the traditional logistics
routes proved to be the routes from the Ukrainian ports to the Danube Reni and Izmail.
Thus, the first alternative routes operated by TTS group since the beginning of the war in
Ukraine were the routes Reni / Izmail - Danube - Danube Canal Black Sea - Constanta, pine
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which, since March 16, TTS group transported and operated over 200,000 tons of goods
mineral and agricultural products, representing Ukrainian exports and imports.
Another 100,000 tons of Ukrainian exports were shipped by rail by TTS group, mainly through
its Hungarian subsidiary, but also through the border points between Ukraine and Romania.
The results of TTS group's efforts have materialized through the sustained increase in the
volumes of goods representing Ukrainian exports and imports, shipped, transported and
operated in ports by TTS group, an increase that will continue in the next period.
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